
Case Study Utilising a Kanban for Stock Management

The challenge  
The Covid-19 Genomic Surveillance Project (Heron) at Wellcome Sanger Institute was introduced in March of 2020.  
Initially it was set up to provide sequencing for a few thousand samples per week.  However, due to its enormous 
success the project continued to grow, with 64,000 Covid-19 samples being processed at Sanger each week.   

The lab operation has moved from a small scale to a large scale operation.  Whenever scaling up an operation such 
as this there will inevitably be challenges regarding how well the existing ways of working would cope with such a 
seismic change. 

For example during the summer of 2021, stock control and management of the lab consumables became an issue 
and required a different way of thinking to be applied, so that the challenges could be overcome.  Some of the 
issues identified were :- 

• Over ordering of items 

• Under ordering of items  

• Not enough storage for consumables   

• Accuracy of stock takes 

• Poor forecasting accuracy  

• Ambiguous accountability for ordering 

The approach 
Our consultants worked with the Sample Management and Portering team and designed an approach that would 
resolve the issues whilst holding the client requirements at its core. 

Holding 1:1 and workshop learning events, the Sample Management & Portering Supervisor set about :- 

• Understanding the current process including all of its challenges. 

• Learning from our Consultants on how to use a Kanban approach for stock management,  the Sample 
Management & Portering Supervisor went on to design a new way of working in close partnership with all of the 
key stakeholders. 

• They procured all of the required shelving and boxes whilst also identifying some initial stock levels that would 
likely work.  Developing a reordering process and Kanban Card to make the process as easy as possible for the 
Lab team. 

• Once ready, training was rolled out and the new process was launched. 

• After some initial feedback, processes were tweaked and this learning and improvement activity continues. 
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Client:  WELLCOME SANGER INSTITUTE 
Date:  OCTOBER 2021 to DECEMBER 2021 
Services:  Covid Genomic Sequencing Pipeline - Kanban for Stock Management

“The new Kanban system for stock control has brought about many positives for the Heron team.  It has provided 
organisation and structure to the ordering of stock items, taking pressure off the Advanced Research Assistants and 
team leads and allowing them to focus on sample processing.  The organisation of stock in the labs using under bench 
storage has helped with the location of items, keeps labs tidy and ensures stock is close to the bench/robot where it’s 
used.  By working closely with the Heron team, the reefer team have kept reviewing the minimum and reordering stock 
levels, leading to a huge reduction in instances where the team runs out of stock. 
Many thanks for your dedication and continued support of the Heron team”  Sara - Senior Scientific Manager Wellcome 
Sanger Institute 

http://www.wbt.org.uk
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The outcomes 
The following is a summary of some of the key improvements achieved by the team (as at the end of January 2022) 
with plans for further improvement going forward:- 

• New stock control management has been implemented based on Lean Kanban principles. 
• A visual method for stock control/ordering was designed and implemented in the lab, showing where each order 

is in the process to allow for daily tracking. 
• The process has released at least 3 hours of Lab Technician time per week for ordering. 
• The Project identified ≈ £25k of surplus stock that was being held on shelves.   
• It has improved relationships between the Lab Team and the Stores Team. 
• The increase in demand from 40K samples per week to 64K samples was forecast to  increase the value of the 

stock holding to £450k.  However, the Kanban approach has reduced the forecasted stock levels to £225k. 
• There is no longer a risk of over or under ordering.  
• Stock taking effort has been reduced from 8 hours to 2 hours saving 75% of effort.   Since the implementation of 

the system, inventory control has drastically improved.  This gave confidence to the Procurement Team who has 
agreed to reduce frequency of stock takes from weekly to fortnightly in the first phase and with plans to reduce 
even further to monthly.  This will have decreased the number of hours committed to stock takes from 32 hours to 
2 hours each month. 

• Elimination of ad-hoc and last minute orders had a positive effect on Sanger Logistics Services time management 
• Introduction of drop-off areas removed a Health and Safety risk, as palletised deliveries are no longer placed in 

corridors. 
• Added the ability to respond in an agile way to changes of processing capacity - so as the pandemic changes, the 

stock system can be flexible and respond more quickly than before. 
• Installation of under-bench racking helped organise storage within available limited space.  
• Workbenches as well as lobbies, that were once over-filled with surplus stock (prior to the introduction of the Pull 

System), are now free of clutter and have become a safer and more organised working environment.
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WBT Ltd provides consultants with practical experience in transformation, who can advise on how to undertake a successful service 
transformation programme following the principles of Lean and Systems thinking.   

We will support your service delivery teams in analysing your customer’s requirements, understanding where, why and how much 
unnecessary work currently takes place.  Then help redesign and implement simpler processes that best meet your customer’s needs. 

The WBT approach is about giving you the capability to transform your services and ensure that the changes are sustainable and part 
of ongoing improvement. !One-off” fixes are only effective until something else changes and the benefits start to erode. 

We show leaders how to lead improvement activity.  We do this with minimal classroom time and maximum participative work with front 
line staff drawn from the work to co-create improvement.  

Our six stage approach takes leaders and teams on a journey of discovery to truly understand their current work systems and identifies 
so many inefficiencies that they want to change to something better.
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